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From territoriality to security considerations

- Territorial user interfaces: 

➢ Possible analogies with geography and territorial considerations: 

Countries, regions, limits, frontiers, ressources, people, human rights (rules)…

- Security considerations:

➢ May become the same in countries and territorial user interfaces: 

Data breach, Problems of Privacy, Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Authenticity, Accountability, Non-
repudiation (Attacks or Errors)

- Necessity to be in line with current research ways considering: 

➢ Security & Usability & Resilience ( [NIST, 2020], [ISO, 2018], [Vanderhaegen F, 2017], [Goudalo et al., 2017])



A recall about security: Three main considerations

[Goudalo et al., 2020] 



A recall about security: Motivations for Territoriality

➢ Digital consumerism. Digital consumerism has significantly led the evolution of IT paradigms over the 
last decade from traditional, perimeter-based monolithic structures to complex, “perimeter less” multi-
cloud environments that are characterized by high interoperability, mobility, portability.

➢ Changing attack vector and surface. As the diversity of the security environment grows, new models of 
advanced security can help deliver greater efficiency in the context of territoriality (with changing attack 
vector and attack surface).

➢ Business and IT objectives. Rather than focus on only one functional area of security, we should shift 
into a business outcomes mindset, rooted in a unified strategy that accelerates business and IT 
objectives.

➢ Zero Trust. In secure territoriality context, users, data and resources should be securely connected 
through a deny-by-default policy and authorization, while providing expected business and IT value. 



Key points for securing territorial user interfaces

Proposition of the following four points in order to address security in territoriality context:

❑ (a) Define Context – Discover and classify resources based on risk. Coordinate actions across 
the territoriality ecosystem for consistency and context.

❑ (b) Verify and Enforce – Protect the territoriality actors and resources by quickly and 
consistently validating, enforcing and implementing advanced security models, policies and 
controls.

❑ (c) Respond promptly – Resolve and remediate security incidents with minimal impact to the 
business by taking targeted actions based on the territoriality context.

❑ (d) Analyze and Improve – Continually improve security posture by adjusting policies and 
practices to make faster more informed decisions to tighten security around each territoriality 
actor and resource.



Adapted from: [Scott et al., CSCW’2004]

Necessity to secure territorial user interfaces: illustrations

Advanced engineering based on (a) & (b) & (c) & (d) for 
treating Usability, Security and Resilience, jointly

(a) Define Context (b) Verify and Enforce 

(c) Rapid Response (d) Analyze and Improve 



Security engineering for the design 
of new territorial user interfaces: 

a first conceptuel framework

Advanced Conceptual Model of Joint Engineering 
of Security, Usability and Resilience

To address security in territoriality context, 
the proposed four points of the joint 
engineering treat together the three domains 
(Security, Usability and Resilience), in order to 
reach Business (BP – Business Process) and IT 
(IS – Information System) Objectives.



Conclusion

➢ Importance to ensure the security of new territorial user interfaces 
(Security Motivations)

➢ Proposition of four points from joint engineering of Security, Usability and 
Resilience (Business and IT objectives together)

➢ Research perspectives:
➢ Develop a specific joint engineering for territoriality security
➢ Apply to Distributed Mobile Multi-Agent Systems (DMMAS)



FOR YOU ATTENTION

Questions / Answers / Remarks
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